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+2 TOP SCORERS FROM ICF FAMILY
Selvi Ancy Philip has got

state.

She has secured

II rank in the
1189/1200 with

centum in Maths, Physics & Chemistry, 199 in
Computer science, 198 (state-I) in French & 192 in
English. Her mother Smt Jancy Luckosy is working
as SSO in Fur. Her father Late Sri Reji Philips
worked as SSE in Civil Engineering department.

1179(E198.75M197.25)
S.R.Shoba,
D/o.K.S.Rajkumar
SSE/Shop.88

1173
M.P.Savitha
Do.M.S.Panchanathan
OS/Stores/Shell

1156 (E198.75)
M.Karthik
S/o. V.Mohanram,
Tech1/Engg/F

1176(E198.25)
S.Preethi
D/o.A.Sivakumar,
SSE/Engg

1169(E198.25,M197.75)
R.Krithika
D/o. R.Raghuraman
JE/Shop 87

1156(E196)
N.Dev Ananad
S/o.R.Nagarajan
SSE/Shop.26

1173
N.Ramya
D/o. K.S.Jayalakshmi
Stores/Shell

1165(E194,M196)
K.Aparna Rao
D/o. Nageswara Rao
Chief Law Asst

1154(E196.25,M194.75)
J.Vinetha
D/o.N.Jegadeesan
SSE/RRM

KUDOS TO RPF KENNEL IN ICF

1154(E&M193.75)
State I in Sanskrit
R.Rohit
S/o.A.Rajeswari, AA/Fur

1145(E194.75M193.75)
B.Sreeuthra
D/o.P.Baskaran
SSE/Shop.40

Rank 18 in NDA, 469 in
CBSE+2, P.S.Pranav,
S/o. P.R.Subramaniam
AWM/DSL/F

1151(E196,M196.5)
P.Aaarthi
D/o.P.Periasamy
JE/Shop.87

Rank 2123 in IITJEE
B.Akash
S/o.C.Balamurugan
SIE/RITES

485/500(M198.75,E196.25)
Ashwini N.Prasad
D/o Sri.L.N.Prasad, CDE/E
School Topper-DAV GHSS

The South India Kennel club conducted dog show at
Udagamandalam/ Nilgiris on 11th May. Three dogs of the
RPF/ICF Kennel participated in the show. Out of 7
competitions conducted, dogs of RPF/ICF secured I prize
in six competitions and third prize in the companion dog
competition. The dogs of RPF Kennel/ICF earned laurels
from one and all at the dog show.
The dogs Magic, Tyson and Sona of RPF Kennel/ICF
with their handlers Sri Komaleswaran, D.C.Solomon and
B.Prabu headed by Sub-Inspector Sri K.S.Damodaran
participated in the show.
Award Winners of Zonal Hindi Competitions
Elocution: I: B.Gandhi, SI/RPF,
II: V.Padmavathi, OS/MPO,
III: A.V.Mathappan, SSE/TTC
Consolation : Seetha Krishnan, OS/Plant,
V.Pughazendhi, SSE/54,
R.Mangayarkarasi, S&WI.
Essay: I: E.Sampathkumar, JE/IT,
II:Rajashri Anandan, Steno to DyCME/Plant,
III: H.V.Ramakrishnamurthy, SSE/29.
Consolation:
Sabiha Asif, JrClerk/PB,
A.Thirunavukarasu, Accts clerk,
Lakshmi Murali, Steno to CEE/QC
Noting & Drafting: I: S.Sivasubramanian, SE/IT,
II: M.Subramaniam, ChS&WI,
III: Seetha Krishnan, OS/Plant.
Consolation: V.Pughazendhi, SSE/54,
R.Mangayarkarasi, S&WI.

480/500(M196,E193.5)
M.Dhanusri
D/o.K.Anandhi
Sr Clerk, Plg/S

477/500 (E199)
P.V.Srinidhi, D/o
Chitra Vijayaraghavan,
SSO/Accts/Fur

10/10 in CBSE-X
R.Subhitcha
D/o. G.Ramkumar
Jr Prog Man/Plg/S

9.8 in CBSE-X
V.Rajeswari,
D/o. V.Vijayalakshmi,
OS/CWE/S

 Photos of students with marks 480 & above in X std
will be published in July issue of Integral News.

 A team of employees under the leadership of
D.Shanthakumar, Tech-1/Shop30, have formed a forum
named “Creative Desk”. This team discuss with the
employees working as groups in Furnishing on “How well
to do a work”, thereby motivating the employees to find a
better way of doing the job they are doing for years
together. Also they conduct meetings in which they give
PowerPoint presentations on world railways, their
coaches, their comfort level etc and induce employees to
find out why we are not able to cope with them. By their
effort, the design of single seat of GS coaches has been
changed from 4 bolts to 2 bolts with 2 clamps to make
the assembly easier. They have suggested for sunk-in type
magazine bag-cum-bottle holder arrangement on side
walls. They have also sent a proposal for changing the
washbasin to opposite corner to give a dry area for dress
changing in toilet.
 If

you are right then there is no need to get angry, if you

are wrong then you don't have any right to get angry.

ICF SPORTS

ICF South colony basketball summer camp was
concluded on 23rd May and Sri Abhay K Khanna,
GM/ICF, distributed certificates and medals to the
participants in the presence of CDE/M, SCMs, President
South colony, Chennai district treasurer of basketball
assn. 120 children participated in the summer camp and
the coaches were Sri M.K.Shahul Hammed,
Rajamanickam, Prasad of ICF and Daniel Cox of Income
tax dept.

The ICF / RPF Foot Ball Team won champion cup for the
successive second year in Southern Railway RPF InterDivisional Football Tournament held at Trichy on
23.05.2012. The ICF / RPF Team emerged winner by
defeating Palghat RPF Team with 5 : 1 goal. The players of
ICF / RPF Football Team were congratulated by Sri. S.C.
Parhi, DIG – CSC / RPF / ICF, in Chennai on 24.05.2012.
Mumbai-New Delhi Rajdhani Express celebrated its 40th
birthday on 17th May. The train's popularity can be gauged
from the fact that its reservation chart is prepared only 15
minutes before departure. When the train was first
introduced, for some years, a double-headed engine was
used to maintain speed. In the early days, the train took 19
hours and 5 minutes to cover the distance as against the
15 hours and 50 minutes it takes today. Till 1988, when
the Bhopal Shatabdi Express with 140 kmph made its
debut, Rajdhani Exp was the fastest train with 120 kmph.
During the month of April 2012, CLW, DLW, ICF, RCF
and RWF have produced 16 electric locomotives, 16
diesel locomotive, 95 coaches, 69 coaches and 15833
wheels against the target of 15 electric locomotives, 22
diesel locomotive, 79 coaches, 90 coaches and 16610
wheels respectively.

OFFICIAL POSTINGS
Name S/Shri/ Smt
Previous
Secy to GM
V.Selvam
DyCEE/Insp
Devi Prasad Dash
C.Rly
Amitabh Singhal
T.D.R.Sivasubramanian S.Rly
DyCMM/DC
S.Kumar
AMM/E/F
C.W.Charles Thomas
APE/PL/S
K.Vijayabhaskar
AWM/SM/S
S.Jegatheeswaran
SSE/D&D
E.Jothipandian
SSE/39
S.Kamaraj

Present
SAG/S.Rly
CEE/QC&C
DyCEE/Insp
DyCMM/DC
Leave
SMM/M/F
AWM/SM/S
APE/PL/S
AEE/Plg
AEE/Liaison

STAFF INFLOW – LAST MONTH

Sl
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Name S/Shri
Chandra Prakash Meena
Ratti ram Meena
Deepak Kumar
Aswin.R
Samir Kabati
Aravindashan.S
Subburoyan.K
Sami Murugadoss.K
Jothi.N
Diwan chand
Aslam Khan.M.A
Suresh.R
Mathivanan.P
Gurubilli Suryanarayana
Magat Soren
Shivkumar
Durga Prasad yadav
Paramanand singh
Ravikant kumar ranjan
Moida Eswara Rao
Ulagammal.M
Sirgudi Majji Babu
Sunita Tirkey

Design

Shop

Trainee
Trainee
App Mech
App Mech
Trainee
App Mech
Trainee
Helper
Peon
Peon
Helper
Helper
Asst Cook
San cleaner
San cleaner
San cleaner
San cleaner
San cleaner
San cleaner
Peon
Helper
Helper
Helper

45
45
TTC
D&D
21
TTC
Engg
18
CQAM
PB
Engg
RRM
Cant/S
Engg
Engg
Engg
Engg
Engg
Engg
Engg
Hosp
Hosp
Hosp

STAFF OUTFLOW – LAST MONTH

Sl
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name S/Shri
Raja.N.G
Hamira Soren
Harikrishnan Nair.B
Jegan.M
Ramesh.B
Srinivasan.V
Kamthamedukonda
Dorairaj.S

Design

Mode

SSE/Elect
JE/D&D
Helper/Engg
Helper/13
Helper/10
Helper/24
Helper/11
Sr Tech/30

RITES
Transfer
Transfer
Transfer
Removal
Removal
Removal
V.R

WE DEEPLY MOURN THE SUDDEN DEMISE OF THE
FOLLOWING EMPLOYEES

Sl
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Name S/Shri
Sasikumar.G
Tarabai.G
Jothimani.V
Rajamani.G
P.Ramesh
Shyam Sundar
Baskaran

Designation
San Mistry/CHI
Helper/Engg
Sr Tech/Shop13
Tech-2/Shop15
Helper/Shop10
Sr Clerk/ FD
Tech-1/Shop39

EMPLOYEES RETIRING ON 30th JUNE ’12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

SAMBAMURTHY.N
SOUNDARARAJAN.R
MUTHUKUMARAN.V
GOPAL .P
ADILAKSHMI.K
MANI .T
SUNDARAM .B
YESURATHNAM.L
DOSS.K
MUTHUSWAMY .P
SOUNDRAPANDIYAN.K
SRIDHARAN.S
SEKAR.R
DHANASINGH.G
VENKATIAH.N
SHANMUGAM.J
DASARATHAN .R
JOTHI.K
VARADHAN.K
DURAIRAJAN.S
ANANDAN .P
MUTHUKRISHNAN .A
VEERANKUTTY.VK
JAYAKANNU.T
CHINNAMMA.K
VENU.C
PARANDAMAN .V
KARUNAKARAN .K
GANDEEPAN .A
ASHOK KUMAR.C
ARUMUGHAM.E
DASTAGIRI .G
PATHMANABHAN.C
NATARAJAN .M
SUBRAMANIAN .G
KANNIAPPAN.K
DEVAGI.B
ROSE .A
DHARUMAN.P
AMALRAJ.A
SUBRAMANI .N M
SIVANANDAM.T
CHINNAIAH.B
KESAVAN.S
RAMU.S
THANIKACHALAM.K
SELVAM.D
SUGUMARAN.R
VENUGOPAL .V
BUSPANNA.KS
SAROJA PARTHIBHAN.
SIRONMANI.R
MANI V.M..
RADHAKRISHNAN.V
MALLISWARI.T
MUNUSWAMY .G
PARANTHAMAN .S
MOHAN.P
GOPAL .C
ARUMUGAM.P
KRISHNAMURTHY.V
PAUL SAMUEL.S
DHAMODARAN.R
PANDURANGAM .R
VELLAIKARAN .P

DyCEE
Sr.Tech/MSM
Helper
Tech-1/MSM
Helper
Tech-1/FGL
Tech-1/FGL
Helper
Tech-1/BS
Sr.Tech/FGL
Sr.Tech/Weld
Tech-1/Weld
JE
JE
Sr.Tech/B.S
Sr.Tech/Serang
Tech-2/MGL
Sr.Tech/Weld
Tech-1/Elec
Sr.Tech/FGL
Sr.Tech/FGL
Sr.Tech/FGL
Sr.Tech/FGL
Tech-1/FGL
Helper
Tech-1/Weld
Tech-1/FGL
Tech-1/Weld
Tech-1/FGL
SSE
Sr.Tech/Weld
Sr.Tech/Paint
Tech-1/Paint
Tech-1/Paint
Tech-1/Paint
Sr.Tech/FMW
Tech-3/FGL
Tech-1/Mason
JE
Sr.Tech/MTR
Tech-1/FTR
JE
Sr.Tech/Elect
Sr.Tech/Elect
Sr.Tech/Elect
Tech-1/elec
Tech-1/Weld
Sr.Tech/FRT
Sr.Tech/MMV
Tech-1/Elec
Ch.OS
Fieldman/Hort..
Hd Constable
Tech-1/Elec
Helper
Tech-1/Elec
Tech-1/Weld
Tech-1/Carp
Tech-1/Carp
Tech-1/Carp
Tech-2/Weld
Sr.Tech/MGL
Sr.Tech/Carp
Sr.Tech/Carp
SSE

10
10
10
11
11
11
12
13
14
14
14
14
14
15
16
16
18
18
21
21
21
21
21
22
22
22
22
22
22
23
25
25
25
25
40
40
40
40
41
41
42
45
45
45
45
46
48
48
SD
74
Engg
RPF
28
29
29
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

ISSAC .M
EZHILNILAVAN .M R
RANI AMMAL.
THANGAVEL .M
UMASANKAR.T
PUNITHAVALLI.KS
MANI .R
MANIAPPAN.M
KARUNANITHI .V
VIJAYA KUMAR.Y
VISWANATHAN .K N
VENKATARAMAN .K
NATARAJAN.K
RAMALINGAM .A
ANBU.S
DEVENDRAN .D
RAMASWAMY.K
RAJABATHER .B
LAKSHMANAN .D
PENCHILIAH.R
GUNASEKARAN.RN
BALAN .K
ELANGO.S
RAJASEKARAN .V

Sr.Tech/Carp
Tech-1/WoodMc
Tech-2/Carp
Sr.Tech/FGL
Sr.Tech/FGL
Tech-1/FGL
Tech-1/MGL
JE
Tech-1/Carp
Tech-1/Elec
SSE
Sr.Tech/Electropr
Tech-1/Paint
Tech-1/Paint
Sr.Tech/Elect
Sr.Tech/Paint
Sr.Tech/Paint
Sr.Tech/Gritblast
Tech-1/Paint
Tech-1/Paint
JE
Tech-1/FRT
CDMS
DMS

32
32
32
33
33
33
33
33
34
35
35
36
36
36
39
54
54
54
54
54
80
88
FD
FD

We wish them A HAPPY AND PEACEFUL RETIRED LIFE.

CIRCULARS
AC17: Validity of Duty Passes for travel in Duranto
Express trains.
AC18: DA revised from 58% to 65%
AC19: Clarification on Children Education Allowance
AC20: Last date for submission of application for
Children Edn Allowance is 30.6, 30.9, 24.12& 31.03.13.
AC21: Accumulations at the credit of subscribers to GPF
shall carry interest @ 8% for the period from 1.4.11 to
30.11.11 and 8.8% w.e.f.1.12.11.
ICF Golden Jubilee scholarship corpus fund committee
Official side; SPO/WS, SrAFA/Estt/F & APO/Welfare
Staff side: E.Ramesh, SCM, SSE54
• Consequent to sanction of an additional installment of
DA, the rates of Night Duty Allowance, has been revised
with effect from 01.01.2012.
Last date for submission of application:
Prime Minister’s Shram award : 03.08.2012
Diploma in Railway Engineering: 31.08.2012
Training course on computer for women staff/ Teachers/
wives&wards of ICF employee& officers: 6.6.12.
Railway Board has agreed to maintain the quantum of
Direct Recruit at the pre-merger level. Number of SSE
intake from the open market will be kept at the level of
20% of 29% (cadre strength of SE in the pre-merged
scale) and not 20% of 50% (Cadre strength of SSE after
the merger).
- K.V.RAMESH, SCM
 Shri Ajit Singh, Hon’ble Minister of Civil Aviation,
informed Lok Sabha on 4th May that Air India offers 50%
discount on basic fare component of normal economy
class fare to Senior Citizens who have attained the age of
63 years and to students up to 26 years of age, applicable
for travel between home town and place of study only.

ABOUT ICF
by Sri R.Srinivasan, SSE/TTC, 9003149472

Integral News has decided to bring awareness and
knowledge about various activities of each & every
Department, Shop and Section of ICF. It starts with Shell
Production.
ICF Shell Division, where the Details, Subassemblies and Major assemblies of Shell and Bogie are
manufactured, consists of various sheds named as A, B,
C, D, E, F, J, K, L, NBF, NBA, NWS etc. The shops in
each shed are numbered as 10,11… to 26 for shell
production and 40 to 48 for service depts. ICF shell
division is spread over to an area of 25.89 Hectares.
Overall it is product layout and in certain shops it is
process layout.
A&K shed:
A shed consists of shop 10 and shop 20.
Shop 10: It is called Sheet Metal shop. It consists of
various sections as below.
Section
Light shearing
Heavy
shearing
Press Brake
Fitting & Ecc
press
CNC

Sec No.
1010
1021
1022
1031
1040

Activity
Up to 2.5 mm thick sheets
Above 2.5 mm up to 5 mm
sheet & 5 to 16 mm plates.
All forming
Marking, Filing, Grinding,
Drilling, Ecc. Presses
All CNC M/C

New Technology machines:
•

CNC Laser cutting m/c:

Make : TRUMPF, Germany
Type : CO2 laser – 4000 Watts
Capacity: 20 mm MS Sheet & 15 mm SS sheet
Working area – 4000 mm × 2000 mm
Gases used in Laser source: CO2 + Nitrogen + Helium
Cutting Gases : Oxygen / Nitrogen
• CTLL: Cut-to-length Line
Make
: Godrej
Capacity
: 0.4to6×1500mm, Corten/SS sheet
Coil ID
: 480 – 530 mm
OD
: 900 – 1800 mm
Width
: 500 – 1500 mm
Weight
: 20000 kg Max.
Cut Length
: 800 to 4000 mm
Cutting Rate
: 10 cuts / min for 1500 mm length
• Plasma Cutting m/c
Plasma – Ionized air or Gas
Plasma stream – high vol (600 m/s)
Temp – 20000 ° K
High temp melts the metal & it is blown away by the
ionized gas.

•

CNC Laser cutting and welding m/c

Make: BALLIU, Belgium.
Sheet thick: 0.8mm to 3 mm
Sheet size: 1250 x 2500 mm
Laser type : CO2
Laser power: 3 kw
Welding and Cutting speed: 1500mm/min
• 1000 ton CNC Hydraulic press of BEMCO make,
Laser cutting m/c of LVD, BELGIUM make, Laser
trimming and welding m/c of ITALY make and
Shearing m/c of TURKEY make are going to be added
to A shed.
SHEET METAL PROCESSING
Sheet metal of Flat Rectangular sheets comes in a size of
1250 × 4000mm and thin, very long ones are coming in
coil form.
Sheet metal processing is broadly classified as Shearing,
Forming, Cutting and Welding.
Shearing:
Shearing means the process which applies shearing force
to cut, fracture or separate the material. Punching,
Blanking, Perforating and are coming in this group.
Punching
means interior is discarded and outer
portion is used
Blanking
means exterior is discarded and inner
portion is used.
Perforating means punching a number of holes.
Notching means removing piece of metal from edges.
Forming:
Process which causes the metal to undergo a desired
shape change without failure, excessive thinning or
cracking. It includes Bending , Roll forming and Drawing.
Cutting:
Oxy-fuel cutting is suitable for carbon steel & low alloy
steel. Copper, Aluminium and Stainless steel are difficult
to cut by above method. So non conventional methods
like Plasma, LASER are used to cut at a faster rate.
Welding:
Joining thin sheets at a faster rate is achieved by using
high resistance current in Butt seam welding & LASER
in Laser welding.
Shop 20:
Activities are Side wall Assembly, End wall Assembly,
Door corner Assembly, Trough floor Assembly
Side wall Assembly:
Consists of Side wall sheet, body pillar, waist rail, light
rail and other stiffeners. Pneumatic fixture to position the
body pillar & stiffeners and then side wall sheet ( 2 mm
Corten) and joined by CO2 welding. Then Spot welding is
done at many points. Body side wall and Lavatory side
wall have one door corner assy. Brackets, Back pieces are
provided for Switch board , Mirror etc.

End Wall Assembly:
Consists of End stanchions, cross members and End wall
sheets (2mm Corten and protecting band. End stanchions
are very strong box structures to withstand the impact
load and to provide anti-telescopic effect. The End wall is
made as 3 parts and assembled as a single unit in jig.
Trough floor assembly:
Consists of the 1.7mm Stainless steel sheets formed with
corrugation or undulation and have more strength to
withstand the load.
K SHED:
Main facilities are Phosphating plant and paint booth.
Hot phosphating are carried out on steel items of less than
3.15mm thick. It is to improve corrosion resistance and
prepare surface for further Painting.
Steps
De-greasing
Rinsing
De-rusting
Rinsing
Phosphating
Rinsing
Passivation

Chemicals
Time
Tri sodium phosphate 15-20
(60-700 c)
Min
water(pH value 7)
1-2 Min
Ortho phosphoric acid 15-20
(Room temp)
Min
water(pH value 7)
1-2 Min
Hot Zinc Phosphoric acid 10-15
(60-700C)
Min
water(pH value 7)
1-2 Min
Diluted Chromic acid (60- 30 sec
700C)
(-- to be continued)

Kum. Devika, D/o Sri. Radhakrishnan Nair.K.G, SSE/82,
has secured I position in Mohiniattam, Bharathanatiyam
& Folk dance in the All India FAIMA Kalolsav conducted
at Mumbai on 5th & 6th May.

A date with Battumedu gate
- A.R.S.Ravindra, SSE/WSC

That the Villivakkam subway (Rail Under Bridge) is at
last being thrown open to the public comes as a great
relief. It would cut down people’s dependence on
Battumedu gate.
For the uninitiated, Battumedu gate is the east railway
level crossing of Villivakkam. For many years people
including many ICF employees have been struggling their
way through this gate. With hundreds of trains – both
local and mainline - using this railway line daily, the gate
is almost always closed. So the two-wheeler users
invariably take their vehicles pushing across the four
railway tracks to the other side. Crossing this gate is a
formidable task, more so during peak hours.
Waiting to cross the gate is another experience.
One has to be good at acrobatics to bend below the beam
(cantilever) that barely allows the bikes to pass through,
and at the same time avoid being pushed aside by the
fellow motorists.
There are some who squeeze through all the waiting
people and stay right in front of the gate, blocking
everybody else’s movement. Then they coolly sit on the
bike, take out a coin from the pocket to toss – heads,
move and tails, block. No, that is just the impression they
give the hapless guys waiting far behind, but it is the cell
phone that they have taken out from the pocket. Excellent
sense of timing!
The road on Kolathur side of the level crossing slopes
away from the gate. As nobody bothers to turn off the
engine, and the road is jam-packed, the vehicles
approaching the gate crawl a couple of inches forward and
then roll down a good half foot each time. If the bike has a
pillion rider the impact of the backward roll is really high
on the vehicles behind. If you unfortunately have twostroke vehicles for company, the smoke is all yours.
There is another category of people who expect the kids to
do acrobatics sitting on the bike and let the vehicle passes
through the gate. Surprisingly, the kids who are too small
even to talk often comply, and the parent seems to take
pride in it. The kids must have mastered this art even
before they were born, having learnt it the Abhimanyu
way.

The May Day was celebrated at AIRF-ICF union office
with a great spirit of honor towards the workforce.
Com.C.A.Raja Sridhar, President, hoisted the union flag
and distributed sweets. Along with Lions Club, a blood
donation camp was organised. Com.P.Mohandoss,
GS/AIRF-ICF, started the blood donation camp by
donating blood. 68 union comrades and others donated
blood. Also uniforms were donated to more than 100 auto
drivers.

Recently, the height of the gate on the ICF side has been
reduced. Maybe the authorities want the people to cope
with this new challenge and emerge fitter and more agile.
After conquering the Battumedu gate sometimes people
are in for a surprise hurdle, though much less menacing.
This time around it is our ICF shells being shunted out of
Shell factory to Furnishing.
Well, now that there are no more hurdles, we can zoom
past. Wait! Come monsoon the sewer running along the
road is de-silted and all the slush is dumped on the road.
Trust you have the expertise to drive through without
skidding and arrive at work in time.
 Indian Railways is presently operating 147 number of
Narrow Gauge (NG) trains.

Business Continuity with Legacy Applications Server
Virtualization – ICF Stores & Hospital Applications
-by Sri.G.Loganathan, Sr. EDP Manager, ICF

Background:
The online computerization of Materials Management
department of ICF was started way back in 1995, using
the then popular FoxBase 2.5 on SCO Unix environment.
The entire application was developed over a period of
time, in house, with the locally available resources.
Almost all the functions of Materials Management
department, including Purchasing and Depot Management
activities, have been computerised, with over 250 discrete
databases and around 3000 programs. Even when the
Y2K challenge came in 1999, the switch over to other
contemporary relational databases was not done and the
situation was overcome by writing patches to Foxbase,
which was not Y2K complaint. Foxbase also has other
inherent constraints like maximum size of 20MB per
database and maximum of 10 open database per program,
which have resulted in splitting of same data into multiple
databases as well as frequent opening and closing of
databases within the same program, putting strain on the
hardware resources.

contemporary relational databases and front ends were
thought of, but resource constraints and time required to
convert came in the way.
One alternative was to switch over to the ERP (SAP), but
Railway Board had not sanctioned the Purchase module,
even though Depot module was part of the ERP project of
ICF. Even if Purchase module was sanctioned, time was a
constraint, as another Server crash would have brought
the entire system to a halt. Under such compelling
situation, the concept of virtualisation came as a possible
solution to overcome the problem on a short term to
medium term basis for business continuity with the legacy
application, till the time a new application is brought in to
replace the legacy application.
What is Virtualization?
Virtualization, in computing, is the creation of a virtual
(rather than actual) version of something, such as
hardware platform, operating system, storage device or
network resources. You probably know a little about
virtualization if you have ever divided your hard drive
into different partitions. A partition is the logical division
of a hard disk drive to create, in effect, two separate hard
drives.

Unable to bear the load, the Server crashed in October
2006, which took almost 15 days to recover the system,
that too only partially, as 25% of the data was lost in the
process. Second Server crash happened in October 2007
and thanks to the previous experience, the recover this
time took only one week time. In January 2010, a
different situation by way of erratic data, arose due to
problems with the Y2K patch, which again was rectified
in a week time. This was followed by another Server
crash in June 2010, affecting part of the database. Even
though the recovery was done on the same day, the
quantum of loss couldn’t be assessed. No efforts were
spared to minimise the data loss. No user meddling or
hardware malfunctioning was suspected for this crash.

Virtualization can be viewed as part of an overall trend in
enterprise IT that includes autonomic computing, a
scenario in which the IT environment will be able to
manage itself based on perceived activity, and utility
computing, in which computer processing power is seen
as a utility that clients can pay for only as needed. The
usual goal of virtualization is to centralize administrative
tasks while improving scalability and overall hardware
resource utilization.

Foxbase and SCO Unix lost OEM support long time back
and the support was extended by the then AMC holder,
M/s HCL, based on their experience only. This was
followed by another major Server crash in January 2011.
In spite of best efforts by both ICF staff and the AMC
holder, the Server couldn’t be brought back to service and
it took almost 15 days to restore the system on an old
backup Server, which was very slow and couldn’t take the
entire load. Hence, system rationing had to be resorted to
for almost another 10 days, to ensure business continuity.

There are many flavors of virtualization viz Hardware,
Desktop, Software, Memory, Storage, Network etc.

The main reason for the Server crash was hardware
malfunctioning and finding suitable spares was an uphill
task. Ultimately, the Server could be brought back to life,
after almost 3 weeks of struggle. This resulted in huge
productivity loss, in terms of man hours. Effort was made
to locate replacement hardware for the Server, but the
efforts couldn’t yield any result, as the contemporary
Server hardware available in the market was not
supporting SCO Unix + Foxbase combinations. No effort
was spared to locate a Server which has compatibility. As
no fruitful results were forthcoming, other alternative
solutions like converting the whole application on to

With virtualization, several operating systems can be run
in parallel on a single CPU. This parallelism tends to
reduce overhead costs and differs from multitasking
which involves running several programs on the same OS.

Hardware Virtualization
Hardware virtualization refers to the creation of a virtual
machine that acts like a real computer with an operating
system. Software executed on these virtual machines is
separated from the underlying hardware resources. For
example, a computer that is running MS Windows may
host a virtual machine that looks like a computer with
Linux operating system; Linux can be run on the virtual
machine. In hardware virtualization, the host machine is
the actual machine on which the virtualization takes place,
and the guest machine is the virtual machine. The words
“host” and “guest” are used to distinguish the software
that runs on the actual machine from the software that
runs on the virtual machine. The software or firmware that
creates a virtual machine on the host hardware is called a
“hypervisor”. Most popular hypervisor available in the
market are XenServer from Citrix, ESX/ESXi from
VMware, and Hyper-V hypervisor from Microsoft.

managed virtual clients, with applications and client
operating environments hosted on servers and storage in
the data center. For users, this means they can access their
desktop from any location, without being tied to a single
client device. Since the resources are centralized, users
moving between work locations can still access the same
client environment with their applications and data. For IT
administrators, this means a more centralized, efficient
client environment that is easier to maintain and able to
more quickly respond to the changing needs of the user
and business.
Hardware virtualization is performed on a given hardware
platform by host software, which creates a simulated
computer environment, a virtual machine (VM), for its
guest software. The guest software is not limited to the
user applications; many hosts allow the execution of
complete operating systems. The guest software executes
as if it were running directly on the physical hardware,
with several notable caveats. Access to physical system
resources (such as the network access, display, keyboard
and disk storage) is generally managed at a more
restrictive level than the host processor and system
memory. Guest are often restricted from accessing
specific peripheral devices, or may be limited to a subset
of the device’s native capabilities, depending on the
hardware access policy implemented by the virtualization
host.
Why Virtualize the Hardware?
In the case of Server consolidation, many small physical
servers are replaced by one larger physical server to
increase the utilization of costly hardware resources such
as CPU. Although hardware is consolidated, typically OSs
are not. Instead, each OS running on a physical server
becomes converted to a distinct OS running inside a
virtual machine. The large server can “host” many such
“guest” virtual machines.
A virtual machine can be more easily controlled and
inspected from outside than a physical one, and its
configuration is more flexible.
A new virtual machine can be provisioned as needed
without the need for an upfront hardware purchase.
A virtual machine can be easily relocated from one
physical machine to another as needed. Because of this,
virtual machines can be used in disaster recovery
scenarios.

Other Virtualizations
Software virtualization comes in the form of Operating
System level virtualization or Application virtualization
(portable applications).
Memory virtualization either is in the form of aggregating
RAM resources from networked systems into a single
memory pool or Virtual Memory, giving an application
program the impression that it has contiguous working
memory, isolating it from the underlying physical
memory implementation.
Storage virtualization is completely abstracting logical
storage from physical storage.
Network virtualization is creation of a virtualized network
addressing space within or across network subnets, VLAN
is an example for this.
How Virtualization came handy?
(-- to be continued)
 As a welfare measure under the Central Staff Benefit
Fund, 100 Induction stoves were distributed on 8th May to
women employees in group ‘D’ services at the Southern
Railway Headquarters Office by Shri N.K. Prasad, Chief
Personnel Officer and Chairman of Central Staff Benefit
Fund. The benefit will also be extended to women
employees in Group ‘D’ services all over Southern
Railway.

Desktop Virtualization

 There are eight Rail Museums in the country. Names
and locations of these museums are (i) National Rail
Museum, New Delhi; (ii) Regional Rail Museum,
Chennai; (iii) Regional Rail Museum, Howrah; (iv)
Narrow Gauge Rail Museum, Nagpur; (v) Baba Bhalku
Rail Museum, Shimla; (vi) Railway Heritage Museum,
Pratapnagar (Vadodara); (vii) Rail Museum, Mysore and
(viii) Bhanu Bhakt Rail Museum, Ghoom (Near
Darjeeling).

Desktop virtualization is the concept of separating the
logical desktop from the physical machine. One form of
desktop virtualization, virtual desktop infrastructure
(VDI), can be thought as a more advanced form of
hardware virtualization: Instead of directly interacting
with a host computer via a keyboard, mouse and monitor
connected to it, the user interacts with the host computer
over a network connection (LAN) using another desktop
computer. In addition, the host computer in this scenario
becomes a Server computer capable of hosting multiple
virtual machines (PCs) at the same time for multiple
users. Selected client environments move workloads from
PCs and other devices to data center servers, creating well

 To improve upon the standards of safety, Linke
Hoffman Busch (LHB) design coaches are being
manufactured having Centre Buffer Coupler (CBC),
stronger bogie-body connection and intra-bogie
connection. ICF crashworthy coach design having CBC
and other design features has also been inducted. Existing
ICF design coaches could be phased out on induction of
LHB design coaches in a gradual manner by stepping up
production. The work of development of crashworthy
design of diesel locomotive has been entrusted to Rail
India Technical & Economic Services (RITES).
Introduction of crashworthy features in diesel locomotives
is dependent on the outcome of the above study.

